Natural enjoyment at its best
Sirocco
Sirocco, founded in 1908 by Alfons Kuster in a small town on the upper reaches of Lake Zurich, is now managed by
the fourth generation. Sirocco rapidly established a reputation for the outstanding quality of its roasted coffee.
In 2009, Sirocco applied the same high standards to the new Sirocco organic tea collection. Comprising a choice
range of pure teas and blends, the collection promises connoisseurs the consummate enjoyment of the finest teas,
produced and processed with the company’s painstaking attention to detail.
Sirocco always insists on the best products and guarantees first-class quality.

Tea varieties certified 100 % organic
Presented in attractive, high-quality packaging, all varieties of Sirocco tea are certified 100 % organic. Until now, tea
varieties of this exquisitely high quality have only been available loose; this is what makes the hand-finished tea
sachets from Sirocco so unusual.

Handcrafted tea sachets
All teas selected for the Sirocco range are packed in fine, handcrafted sachets made of
biodegradable materials. Containing no glue or staples, each sachet is individually
hand-sewn with non-bleached cotton thread and expresses the love and passion our
employees bring to what is, effectively, a miniature work of art.

Overview
◆ each tea sachet is packed individually, thus retaining its full aroma
◆ details on the sachets are shown in five languages
(English, French, German, Italian, Russian)
◆ the recommended infusion time is shown on the individual packaging as well as the tag
◆ the varities can be easily distinguished by color
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Ceylon Sunrise

Ceylon Decaf

Purple Breeze

An exclusive pleasure from
Sri Lanka, a country with a
rich tea tradition. Thanks to its
full, intensive and invigorating
flavor, this tea will appeal to
even the most discerning tea
drinker.

An exclusive variety from one
of the world’s traditional teagrowing regions, Sri Lanka.
Refreshing, balanced and
strong-flavored. The fact that it
contains no caffeine makes it a
perfect evening drink.

Harvested in traditional tea
gardens on the southern slopes
of the Himalayas. A Darjeeling
with a characteristically mellow
aroma.

Gentle Blue

Imperial Gold

Golden Assam

Perfumed with organically
grown bergamot, this topquality black tea classic has
tantalizing fresh hints of citrus.

A zesty yet thoroughly balanced
mix of black tea with the
tingling sweet freshness of
orange and lemon. A full,
intensive flavor with a subtly
complex perfume.

Golden Assam is cultivated on
the banks of the Brahmaputra
River. This classic combines all
the finer points of a rich Assam
tea and its delectable malty
tone is a source of long-lasting
pleasure.

Jade Oolong

Almond Oolong

Black Chai

Genuine, selected jade
oolong green tea from China.
Organically grown and
processed with every possible
care, it is highly aromatic,
mild and has an enchantingly
delicate, flowery character.

This superlative oolong from
Fujian Province has enticingly
honeyed notes that blend
perfectly with the nutty aroma
of top-quality almonds. An
extraordinarily sophisticated
flavor sensation.

Black tea with a bouquet of
exotic spices in a piquant
combination that remains
imprinted on the memory. Black
Chai is particularly tasty with
the addition of a little milk.

Black Vanilla

Jasmine Dragon Pearls

Japanese Sencha

Selected black tea and
legendary Pu-Erh form the fullbodied, aromatic basis of this
unusually rich and varied blend.
The incomparably well-rounded
bouquet of top-quality Bourbon
vanilla provides a wonderful
balance to the character of the
Yunnan tea.

Green tea pearls lovingly
rolled by hand and enriched
with the fragrance of delicate
jasmine blossoms guarantee an
elegantly sensuous experience.

This traditional green tea from
Japan is cultivated organically
and is very popular in its
homeland thanks to its fullbodied, piquant aroma.

Yellow Wish

White Silver Needle

White Peach

Stimulating, aromatic green
tea from China, harmoniously
blended with the delicate
sweetness of sun-ripened
organic mangos.

White tea, with its exceptional
quality, was reserved for the
emperor and the aristocracy
in China. It has a mild bouquet
with a hint of jasmine – a truly
majestic pleasure.

A top-quality white tea from
China, enhanced with natural
peachy aromas. The perfect
combination for lovers of
mild, fruit-flavored teas with
a delicate, understated
sweetness.

Green Tropic

Moroccan Mint

Rooibos Tangerine

Married with selected exotic
fruits, this Chinese green tea
develops a fascinating aroma.
Delectable and invigorating,
it is the perfect refreshment at
any time of day. A blend with
an irresistible appeal.

Fascinates with its
incomparable, intense flavor
and the invigorating aroma of
genuine Moroccan nana mint.
A refreshing pleasure for all
the senses.

Unmistakable, organically
grown rooibos from the
Cederberg Mountains of South
Africa – pleasant, fruity and
caffeine-free. The delicate
hint of tangerine adds to the
inimitability of this blend.

Ginger Lemon Dream

Camomile Orange Blossoms

Verbena

Natural ingredients, skillfully
combined to produce a
superbly exotic enjoyment
factor. A refreshing, sweet-spicy
combination that revitalizes
both body and soul.

A superb blend of organically
grown ingredients. Mild
camomile and delicate orange
blossom, enhanced with real
pieces of orange, combine to
calm and relax.

Genuine, organically grown
verbena from Paraguay,
the original home of
this remarkable plant.
Strengthening and refreshing
effect.

Red Kiss

Piz Palü

Winter Moments

A select blend of sun-ripened
organic ingredients bursting
with sensuous fruity flavors.
Beguiles even the most
discriminating of palates.

A magical blend of the finest
natural ingredients from the
organic mountain herb gardens
of the Swiss Alps. Beneficial
and stimulating, with an
enticing aroma.

Unique, organically grown
rooibos, warming spices such
as honeybush, cinnamon, lemon
myrtle, licorice root and cloves,
and hints of orange. The perfect
way to turn cold winter days
into cosy, memorable moments.

Green Jasmine

Piña Moringa

Gentle green tea enriched
with the fragrance of delicate
jasmine blossoms guarantee an
elegantly sensuous experience.

The leaves of the moringa –
the “miracle tree” as it is
known – are brilliant green
with a mild flavor. Combined
with pineapple it is particularly
flavorsome: smooth and aromatic, like a tropical cocktail.

WELLNESS TEAS

A MIRACULOUS AID TO WELL-BEING
There are times when our hectic lives throw our sense of well-being off-balance. Despite this, we are able to influence
our “wellness” not only from outside but also from within. With its new Wellness line, Sirocco now offers three flavor
combinations that promise a great start to the morning, necessary balance throughout the day and well-deserved
relaxation in the evening. The carefully selected organic ingredients have a remarkable effect on both body and spirit,
ensuring that all three variations offer unique flavors and are a miraculous aid to well-being.

Wellness Tea Pure Power

Wellness Tea Balance

Wellness Tea Relax

Stimulates the mind and energizes
the body: an invigorating and
zesty composition with the fresh
tang of lemons. A wonderful pickme-up, especially in the morning.

Well-balanced, with smooth
aromas, enhanced with a hint
of sweetness, this wonderful
blend is a delight for both body
and soul.

Soothes the spirit: delicately
floral with a hint of harmonious
sweetness, this mild herbal
tea guarantees complete
relaxation.

